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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0731194A2] A valve flap has two wings (76,78) which control two flow openings (72B,72A) respectively. The wings (76,78) swing about
an axis (80) so that an increase in the clear passage of the first opening (72B) is accompanied by a restriction of the second opening (72A). Also
claimed is a store fed by a pneumatic fibre conveying system which has a valve to remove air and where the pressure varies as a function of fibre
level. The valve has a flap which takes up a rest position under its own weight at zero feed rate with a flow passage remaining open. With increasing
flow the flap is displaced from its rest position. Also claimed is a pneumatic conveying system with several branches in each of which material is
separated from the conveying air and a flap valve (74) is fitted which responds to the air flow. Pref. in the rest position with a full chute (24) only
the upper wing (78) provides a gap (S) for a continuous small air flow to exhaust (30). With an empty chute the top opening (72A) is closed off
and the bottom wing (76) provides the full lower opening (72B). The valve is proportioned so that it reacts to flow and pressure differential without
fluctuations.
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